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Un Cheng has been the artist-in-residence at Blindspot Gallery from late June to
September 2020. Blindspot warmly welcomes Cheng back to the gallery, after her
participation in our past group exhibitions Happily Ever After (2017) and Happily Ever After
II (2018). Turning half of the gallery space into her studio, the artist was given carte
blanche to experiment and create new works. In the name of the moon, I’ll punish you is
the culmination of Cheng's journey during the summer residency. In addition to paintings
Cheng created in the past few months, Cheng’s solo exhibition will also display ephemera,
drawings, sketches and tools that formed the ecosystem of her residency.
Cheng’s continuing practice centres on large-scale paintings, where the artist constructs
grand vistas of the outside world filled with wondrous things like titanic ships and
amphibious planes. Amidst this carefully choreographed chaos, the artist inserts sparse
and often lonesome lilliputian human figures that represent herself. The vastness of space
strikes an immensurable contrast with the smallness of self, the perceiver, the imaginer,
the wonderer. This way of looking is manifested in Happy Birthday to Me (2019), a work Cheng conceived of after a monthlong residency in Iceland. The artist experienced her birthday alone, in the near-perpetual darkness of a foreign winter.
The soft glow of the moon softly illuminates layers of snow and the mosses underneath, and in her mind, they glitter like
magical lunar crystals.
“In the name of the moon, I’ll punish you!” is the iconic provocation of Sailor Moon, the Japanese-anime beautiful schoolgirl
moon soldier, before she strikes her enemy villains. Just punishment is the result of fair judgment, and vigilantism is the
reaction when justice cannot be sought officially. Reflecting on the recent social movement in Hong Kong since June 2019,
the painter evokes her disillusionment with heroism. Paradoxically, as the leaderless movement falters, Cheng finds herself
yearning for a hero who can magically turn the tide and miraculously punish all evil doers. Against romanticism and naivete,
heroism and justice are nowhere to be found.
Cheng confronts how this world now occurs to her by pivoting from the expansive exteriority of
landscapes to the intrusive interiority of gargantuan human figures. Teenage girls with bricks
(2020) depicts a scene on the streets where gendered roles are clearly defined and women are
discouraged from moving forward to the front. The huddling brick-digging girls stage a quiet
protest against the testosterone-driven narrative of male heroism. The vulnerability of the female
body becomes utterly visceral in Beer, Weed and Spinach (2020), when after a night of binging,
the artist uncontrollably retches and purges everything from within. The complete collapse of
bodily systems mirrors that of the society at large, except the purge never ends. Dysfunction
pervades in Memory stretches as long as a rail (2020), where a man-beast on a skateboard slides
defeatedly across sabotaged rails, its genitals and limbs flaccid despite stimulation. Wrecked,
wretched and wrought, we all live in the rot, but some of us gaze at the moon.

About the Artists
Un Cheng (b.1995, Hong Kong) graduated from the Academy of Visual Arts, Hong Kong Baptist University in 2017, and was awarded the
special mention prize at the AVA BA Graduation Exhibition. Cheng creates large-scale paintings that infuse careful observation of urban
life and intense performance of childish imagination. The world occurs to her as an entanglement of wonder, experimentation, intense
emotions and struggles.
Cheng participated in the Gil residency programme in Iceland in 2018, and participated in group exhibitions including Happily Ever After
and Happily Ever After II (Blindspot Gallery, Hong Kong, 2017-2018), Form in Emptiness (am space, Hong Kong, 2018) and PLUNGING MY
HAND INTO THE LAKE OF BILLOWING TREES (Gallery Exit, Hong Kong, 2017). Cheng lives and works in Hong Kong.

About Blindspot Gallery
Set up in 2010, Blindspot Gallery is a Hong Kong-based contemporary art gallery. The gallery began with a primary focus on
contemporary photography and image-based art, and has evolved to include diverse media in contemporary art. The gallery
represents both emerging and established artists, mainly from Hong Kong and the region but also beyond.
For enquiries and media interviews, please contact Mr. Nick Yu at 2517 6238 or by email info@blindspotgallery.com
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